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Talal Abu Ghazaleh-Confucius Institute:
The Institute was established in September 2008
to introduce the Chinese language and culture, as
well as achieving a greater mutual understanding
between the Arab and Chinese cultures. This
unique initiative is based on the cooperation
agreement between Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global
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TAG-Confucius Institute is the first institute accredited by the Chinese Government to teach Chinese
language in Jordan.
TAG-Confucius Institute is holding a new course to teach the basics of the Chinese language
for beginners:
A. Threshold Level for Adults: starting 13/5/2019
Schedule: Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 – 5:00 pm
B. Threshold Level for Kids: starting 11/5/2019
Schedule of the course: Saturday from 3:00- 4:30 pm
And Tuesday from 3:00-4:30 pm
*All Chinese language teachers are from China specialized in teaching Chinese language for
foreigners and accredited by the Confucius Institute in China.

TAG-Confucius Institute Students Achieve Excellent Results in the 18th “Chinese Bridge” Competition
AMMAN -The Preliminary Round in Jordan of the 18th
“Chinese Bridge” Chinese Proficiency Competition for
Foreign College Students and the 10th “Great Wall-Petra
Cup” Chinese Proficiency Competition for Jordanian
College Students was held at Jordan University on April
16, 2019, which was sponsored by Confucius Institute
Headquarters/Hanban in China and hosted by Chinese
embassy in Jordan and organized by at Jordan University.
Twenty one students from TAG-Confucius Institute, the
University of Jordan, Confucius Institute at Philadelphia
University, Yarmouk University participated in the competition.
The competition consists of the speech with the theme of
“One World, One Family”, questions and answers about
Chinese national conditions and culture. In the speech, some
contestants talked about their life and study experience; some
told stories about their unforgettable journeys in China; some expressed their good wishes of a peaceful world.
During the question-answer section, the extensive and profound Chinese culture was condensed into a
lot of questions concerning drama, ancient poems, painting, traditional festivals, pictograph, the Silk
Road and the others. The contestants made full use of their knowledge and showed a fantastic feast
of Chinese language and culture. After fierce competition from TAG-Confucius Institute Manar won
theThird place by her accurate tones and clear articulation in her speech, Sara got the eight place and
Farah got the tenth place.
“Chinese Bridge” competition provides a stage for youth to show their Chinese learning achievements
and a platform to learn from and communicate with each other. It is also a good opportunity to test the
results of Chinese teaching. The competition will further inspire the students’ enthusiasm and interest
in learning Chinese and enhance their understanding of Chinese language and culture.
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TAG - Confucius Participates in Al Bayan Schools Chinese Cultural Day

AMMAN - on 30th April 2019, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Confucius Institute (TAG-Confucius)
participated in the Chinese Cultural Day held by Al Bayan School.
The participation of the Institute comes as a result of being the first official Institute accredited
by the Chinese Government and the Department of Hanban to teach Chinese language and
conduct aptitude tests in Chinese.
TAG-Confucius held several exciting activities including Chinese calligraphy, traditional
Chinese costumes and Chinese tea Ceremony, practice using Chopstick and Chinese Games.
And also the kindergarten kids offered great performances for Chinese songs with a dance
that won everyone’s admiration.
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Al Bayan Schools Principle Ms. Bushra Bayazid extended sincere thanks to TAG-Confucius
for their support during this event and hoped there would be further cooperation with TAGConfucius in the future, for the participation of the Institute and for the role of the Institute
in spreading awareness about Chinese language and culture.
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Chengdu City

Chengdu formerly romanized as Chengtu, is a sub-provincial city which serves as the capital of Sichuan
province, People’s Republic of China. It is one of the three most populous cities in Western China, the
other two being Chongqing and Xi’an.
As of 2014, the administrative area housed 14,427,500 inhabitants, with an urban population of
10,152,632. At the time of the 2010 census, Chengdu was the 5th-most populous agglomeration
in China, with 10,484,996 inhabitants in the built-up area including Xinjin County and Deyang’s
Guanghan City.
Chengdu is also considered a World City with a “Beta +” classification according to the Globalization
and World Cities Research Network.
The surrounding Chengdu Plain is also known as the “Country of Heaven” and the “Land of Abundance”.
Its prehistoric settlers included the Sanxingdui culture. Founded by the state of Shu prior to its
incorporation into China, Chengdu is unique as a major Chinese settlement that has maintained its
name (nearly) unchanged throughout the imperial, republican, and communist eras. It was the capital
of Liu Bei’s Shu during the Three Kingdoms Era, as well as several other local kingdoms during the
Middle Ages.
It is now one of the most important economic, financial, commercial, cultural, transportation, and
communication centers in Western China. Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport, a hub of Air
China and Sichuan Airlines is one of the 30 busiest airports in the world, and Chengdu railway station
is one of the six biggest in China. Chengdu also hosts many international companies and more than 12
consulates. More than 260 Fortune 500 companies have established branches in Chengdu.
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Home of the giant panda
The giant panda, a Chinese national treasure, is one of the rarest animals in the world. The total
number is estimated to be 1,500, including those living in the wild, 80 percent of which are in Sichuan
Province. A breeding center for giant pandas called Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding
was founded in the north suburbs of Chengdu. It is the only one of its kind in the world that’s located
in a metropolitan area. In order to better protect wild giant pandas, Chengdu has established nature
reserves in Dujiangyan City, Chongzhou City, and Dayi County. Sichuan Wolong Giant Panda Nature
Reserve, the biggest of its kind in the world, is only 130 km (81 mi) outside Chengdu. After the
Wenchuan earthquake, most of it was moved to Ya’an. The western world came to know giant pandas
only after a French missionary named David first encountered this species in Sichuan in 1869.
Now, the somewhat clumsy giant panda is a symbol representing the World Wildlife Fund. They are
also a messenger of friendly communication between Chengdu and international cities. Currently, giant
pandas are also reared in U.S.A, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Japan, Thailand as well as Mexico.
Chengdu has established the world-renowned breeding and research base for giant pandas, which
attracts almost 100,000 visitors each year. Covering tens of hectares with bamboo groves and a nativelike habitat, the base is the only one of its kind located in an urban area. A museum is open to the public
throughout the year.
In 2008, after the release of the American animation movie Kung Fu Panda, DreamWorks CEO Jeffrey
Katzenberg and other DreamWorks members visited the city of Chengdu. In addition to seeing live
pandas, crew members learned about the local culture. Katzenberg has stated that Kung Fu Panda 2
incorporates many elements of Chengdu in the film. The film’s landscape and architecture also found
inspiration from those found at Mount Qingcheng, a renowned Taoist Mountain. In an interview with
Movieline, Berger stated that ‘we never really thought of this as a movie set in China for Americans;
it’s a movie set in a mythical, universalized China for everyone in the world’.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chengdu
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